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“LEGALLY UNDEAD” / MARGO BOND COLLINS
Alpena, MI (May 27, 2014) – World Weaver Press (Eileen Wiedbrauk, Editor-in-Chief) has
announced Legally Undead, the first novel in Vampirarchy, an urban fantasy series by Margo Bond
Collins, is now available in trade paperback and ebook today, Tuesday, May 27, 2014.
Praise for Legally Undead:
“I loved this! Margo Bond Collins spins a delightful and tightly woven tale of intrigue and danger,
whose protagonist, Elle Dupree, instantly joins the ranks of the great vampire hunters in a story
where the blood sucking fiends are dire and the consequences grim. A truly fun yarn that has left
me eagerly waiting the next book!”
— Jenn Lyons, author of Marduk’s Rebellion and the
forthcoming Blood Chimera
“Finally, a vampire story with bite! Elle is a smart, witty vampire hunter, and I can’t wait to find out
what happens to her next.”
— Rebecca Roland, author of The Graveyard Girl and
Shards of History

A reluctant vampire hunter, stalking New York City as only a scorned bride
can. Elle Dupree has her life all figured out: first a wedding, then her Ph.D.,
then swank faculty parties where she’ll serve wine and cheese and introduce
people to her husband the lawyer. But those plans disintegrate when she walks
in on a vampire sucking the blood from her fiancé, Greg. Horrified, she screams
and runs—not away from the vampire, but toward it, brandishing a wooden
letter opener. As she slams the improvised stake into the vampire’s heart, a
team of black-clad men bursts into the apartment. Turning to face them, Elle
realizes Greg’s body is gone—and her perfect life falls apart.
Legally Undead is available in trade paperback and ebook via Amazon.com,
Barnesandnoble.com, Kobo.com, and other online retailers, and for wholesale
through Ingram. You can also find Legally Undead on Goodreads.
Margo Bond Collins lives in Texas with her husband, their daughter, several
spoiled cats, and a ridiculous turtle. She teaches college-level English courses online,
though writing fiction is her first love. She enjoys reading urban fantasy and
paranormal fiction of any genre and spends most of her free time daydreaming
about vampires, ghosts, zombies, werewolves, and other monsters.
World Weaver Press is a publisher of fantasy, paranormal, and science fiction, dedicated to producing
quality works. We believe in great storytelling.
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